
Gearbox/ 
Gear motor

Center 
Distance

mm

Ratio
n1/n2

Nominal 
Power 
Rating

kW

Total 
length

mm

CHD63 63 5-70 - -

CHD63M1200 63 5-70 1,2 550

CHD63M850 63 5-70 0,85 500

CHD63M400 63 5-70 0,4 460

CHD40 40 5-70 - -

CHD40M330 40 5-70 0,33 340

CHD40M250 40 5-70 0,25 340

CHD40M180 40 5-70 0,18 320

CAVEX® - Hygienic 
Design Gearbox

 Developed for the 
food industry and 
chemical/pharma-
ceutical applications 

 Full stainless steel 
housing

 CAVEX® original gearing

®

The new stainless steel 
CAVEX® gearbox range
Deliberately sophisticated

A worm gear is not just a worm gear. CAVEX® has proven this again and again for more 

than 50 years.

CAVEX® HD unit implements all the requirements of a “hygienic design” and combines 

them with the CAVEX® product properties that provide a high load capacity, the 

possibility of high ratios in space saving surroundings and low noise emission. 

Worldwide CAVEX® now offers the fi rst worm gearbox which has been exclusively de-

veloped for the above mentioned industries.

An optimal cleaning is ensured through the use of stainless steel and a gear-
box casing design that is characterized by ‘rounded’ outer surfaces. Through its 

compact design, the integration of the gearbox in applications provides fl exibility and 

space saving. 

The applications are multiple: on one hand, CAVEX® HD replaces conventional gears 

that, up to now had to be sealed off from critical zones behind complex stainless steel 

covers, and on the other hand, surface coated gears will be replaceable, which in 

the past has always been a compromise. The CAVEX® HD gearbox range is available 

as integrated gear motor (picture) and as gearbox with adaptable fl ange for different 

motors. Besides the standard models in the tabloid, customized variations are possible. 

Furthermore, customers benefi t from a worldwide availability and the comprehensive 

service network of CAVEX®. More information about the company CAVEX® and 
its complete product line is available at:

CAVEX-drivetechnology.com

CAVEX® GmbH & Co. KG
Tübinger Straße 2  72131 Ofterdingen
Tel.: +49 (0)7473 95546-0  Fax: 95546-88
E-Mail: info@cavex-gmbh.de




